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Note: Answer Only Six Questions, please (10 marks for each Question) 

 
Q1/A/ Define the following :-( Five only) 

1- Framing                2. Bit stuffing               3. Pipelining               4. HDLC       

        5. Resource Reservation                        6. Differentiated services 

 

     B/ Explain Leaky Bucket with details and draw the figure that shows the process of it. 

 

Q2/ A/write the algorithms for Stop-and-Wait Protocol for sender and receiver sites, then give 

example to show the work of this protocol. 

       B/ How can the receiver detect errors if checksum method is used? with example. 

 

Q3/ A/Define network performance, then explain with figure the two factors that measure the 

performance of a network as function of load. 

       B/ Write the algorithm for receiver side for the Go-Back-N ARQ protocol. 

 

Q4/ A/ What are the four types of characteristics are attributed to a flow? 

 

B/ Assume that, in a Stop-and-Wait ARQ system, the bandwidth of the line is 1 Mbps, and 1 bit takes 

20 ms to make a round trip. What is the bandwidth-delay product? If the system data frames are 1000 

bits in length, what is the utilization percentage of the link for sending?  

a- One frames                 b- 15 frame? 

 

Q5/Answer the following (two only) 

A. Define RSVP, what are the types of massages of RSVP? Explain them with figures.  

B. List three types of closed-loop policies to control congestion in networks. 

C. What are the differences between Priority Queuing& Weighted Fair Queuing? With figures 

Q6/A / Explain with figure why the size of send window equal 2m -1 in Go-Back-N ARQ protocol? 

     B/In traffic descriptor, what is the relationship between the average data rate and the peak data  

Q7/ Explain with details selective repeat ARQ protocol, then answer the following:- 

A. Write algorithm for receiver side 

B. Draw figure for slid window 

C. If we send 3,4,5,6 frames and three frames arrived (3, 4, 5), and frame 6 lost and timer expires, 

what is the solution? 
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